Graduate Perspectives

Admission Requirements

Based on their exceptional understanding of technology

The most important prerequisite for studying Information

and business, Information Systems graduates are

Systems is a keen interest in matters of information

qualified to work in all sectors of industry and are in

processing and business issues.

demand worldwide. Their employment opportunities

Furthermore, you should possess an aptitude for

include positions in industrial and commercial

abstraction and conceptual work. You should enjoy

corporations, software development firms, banks and

working with people, be a team player and show

insurance companies, public services, education and

personal initiative, as your professional life will to a large

research, and consulting firms.

degree be characterised by productive involvement in

Results of the recent “Bewerbungspraxis 2013” survey

interdisciplinary teamwork. Sound knowledge of German,

show that Information Systems graduates evaluate their

English and mathematics are also a must! The Programme

career prospects very positively and that they perceive a

is mostly in German.

significant chance of working in their personal dream
job.

Contact and Advisory Service
Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg
Wirtschaftsinformatik und Angewandte Informatik
An der Weberei 5
96047 Bamberg
Subject Advisor

Telephone: +49 (0)951/863-2079
servicedesk.wi@uni-bamberg.de
“Bamberg, as one of the top universities for information systems in
Germany, offers an exceptional mix of individual mentoring,
internationalization and excellent performance by the different
departmental chairs.”
Dr. Falk v. Westarp, Country Manager, Management Consultant

Online Information
www.uni-bamberg.de/ba-wi
www.facebook.com/bamberg.wi
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Bachelor’s Programme

Information Systems

The Programme

Unique Qualities

The programme is based on a seven-semester model with

Exceptional CHE Ranking

six semesters of basic studies enriched by the extend of one
semester of specialisation electives chosen according to
individual interests.

Systems programme at the University of Bamberg the
highest marks in eight of thirteen categories including

The bachelor’s programme curriculum comprises topics

“student tutoring,” “course offering,” and “overall study

like information systems, computer science, business

situation.”

administration/macroeconomics, mathematics and

You aspire to become an
IT expert and help to shape the
future of business?

The 2010/11 CHE rankings awarded the Information

statistics, a seminar on current issues in the information
systems field and the bachelor’s thesis.

Information Systems is an accredited programme and
was most recently re-accredited by Acquin in 2013.

An Academic and Cultural Setting
As a university town and UNESCO World Heritage site,
Bamberg offers the perfect setting for your academic
pursuits. Countless local recreational and cultural

The field of Information Systems deals with the “nervous

opportunities, an attractive nightlife, numerous parks

system” of companies and other organizations in

and the city’s comfortable size all ensure a harmonious

industry and public administration – it is the design

work-life balance throughout your studies.

and management of information systems using modern
information technologies.

Internationality

Bamberg’s bachelor’s programme in Information Systems,

We believe that preparing our graduates for a

as laid out by Germany’s first faculty for Information

professional career in a globalised world is of the utmost

Systems and Applied Computer Science (WIAI), offers you

importance. For this reason, the WIAI faculty is working

an education with a focus on internationality and practical
expertise.
As an Information Systems graduate, you analyse and
design companies’ information processes. You are the link
between individual departments and the IT division. You

“Looking back, the methodological approaches and the wellfounded knowledge in business and IT issues which I gained through
my studies at the University of Bamberg made it easy for me to
successfully get started in IBM’s consulting division.”
Markus Bäuerlein, IBM Consultant – Strategy & Change

devise flexible and effective IT-based business processes
and, in doing so, help your company to maintain an
advantageous position in the arena of global competition.

“An education balanced between business and technology sets
Bamberg apart and offers an excellent preparation for a successful
and future-oriented career.”
Björn Münstermann, McKinsey & Company,
Business Technology Office

to continually expand its international network. The
vast majority of our students complete a portion of their
studies abroad.

